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A Famous Story Retold
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1 Samuel 17
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1. Big problems are impressive, intimidating, and overwhelming.
(1 Samuel 17:1-23)

1. Big problems are impressive, intimidating, and overwhelming.
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2. The biggest hindrance in seeking a Savior is pride. (1 Samuel 17:24-33)
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3. The biggest problems require a big God. (1 Samuel 17:34-54)
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Table Talk
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1) Calculate the measurements describing Goliath. Why do you think those are pointed out? (vv. 4-7)
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2) Who should have been the Israelites’ champion? Why do you think he did not step
forward?

2) Who should have been the Israelites’ champion? Why do you think he did not step
forward?

3) Why is David’s brother angry with him? (vv. 28-30) How do you see anger expressed
today when salvation is offered? How is pride a hindrance to any kind of salvation
from any kind of problem?
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4) With whom are we supposed to identify in this story? Why do we wrongly identify
with David?
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5) How does David express his trust in the God of Israel at this battle (vv. 45-47)?
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6) The end of the story is gory. Why is there such a gory description? How does that
relate to Christ’s victory of the forces of the Evil One? (vv. 50-54)
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